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Round-off error propagation in the integration of ordinary 
differential equations by one-step methods 
MÁTYÁS ARATÓ 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szökefalvi-Nagy on his 70-th birthday 
The connection between round-off errors in the integration of a system of 
ordinary differential equations by one-step methods and stochastic differential 
equations with respect to a wide sense Wiener process is examined. The generaliza-
tion of RADEMACHER'S [8] and HENRICI'S theorems [5] is given using Ito's integral. 
Under some weak conditions on the behavior of local round-off errors one can 
calculate the mean value and variance of the propagated round-off error. It turns 
out that to any system of differential equations a stochastic system of equations is 
related which describes the round-off error propagation. 
The distribution of the propagated round-off error, rx, depends on the distri-
bution of local errors; the conditions of Gaussiannes are also given. This is a sharpen-
ing of a special result of Henrici. We take advantage of the optimal filtering equations 
to give the expected value and variance of round-off error. This problem was studied 
earlier for the best approximate solutions óf linear algebraic systems (see TIHONOV 
[9], [10], LIPTSER and SHIRYAEV [6]). The natural question on the distribution of 
max | | R J , in O ^ x ^ b , is also examined and using some recent results of NOVIKOV [7] 
we answer it in the one-dimensional case. The description of stochastic equations 
in multistep methods and especially in predictor-corrector methods remains open. 
1. Introduction. Let us consider the following first order vector initial value 
problem 
(1) y' to = f(x, y (x)), y to) = y (0), 0 < x < b, 
where y and f are column vectors 
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(The superscripts always denote indices and asterisk indicates the transposition of 
a matrix or vector; e.g. y* means a row vector ..., j^).) If v is a vector 
with real or complex components the norm is given by ||v|| ̂ I P 1 ^ . . . + 
A one-step method for the solution of the initial value problem is defined by 
the formulas 
(2) y„ = y(0), y„+1 = y„+hd>(x, y„; h), h>0, 
where fl>(x, y; h) is called the increment function and is chosen so as to approximate 
(y(x+h) —y(x))/h as well as possible. We assume that ®(x, y; h) is continuous 
and that there exists a constant Lx such that 
(3) y; h)-0(x, y; h)|| ^ Afly-yl l , 
for all points (x, y; h) and (x, y;/i), /¡</i0 (hn is fixed). 
The discretization error e„ is defined as 
(4) en = y„-y(x„) 
where y(x„) denotes the solution of the initial value problem at x„. 
The round-off error r„ is defined as the difference between y„ and its numerical 
approximation y„, i.e., 
^/1 yn yn 5 
and it depends on the local errors and the kind of arithmetic used in computer. 
r„ fulfils a stochastic difference equation, depending on ®(x, y; h) (see (12)). 
Under some weak conditions on the continuous function rx of x is a solution 
of the stochastic differential equation (19) (see below), which we call the related 
stochastic equation to (1). The investigation of equation (19) is the main goal of 
this paper as in earlier papers only approximations and estimations were given 
(see HENRICI [5]). 
As a new and natural aspect we exercise the distribution of max ||r.J, which nSjcSb 
is an effective measure of the error behavior. Theorem 4 gives the answer in the one 
dimensional case, with sharp bounds instead of the estimation of the mean, as it is 
used in the literature. 
2. Derivation of the related stochastic equation. Using Euler's method, i.e., 
0>(x, y)=f(x, y), it is easy to prove that 
(5) e n + 1 = en+h[i{xn, y(x„))-f(x„, y „ ) ] + y y " © , 
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and this gives, assuming and ||f(x, y)—f(x, y)||<Z,||y—y||, the following 
estimation (see e.g. HENRICI [5]) 
hK 
(6) 
Let Y„ denote the numerical approximation of y„. The local error E„ at step 
n is induced by computer round-off (or chopping) and the inherent error by in-
accuracy of evaluation of function <&(x„, y„; h). 
Instead of equation (2) we have 
(?) y„+i = y n + /i®(x„,y„; h)+zn+1, 
and the accumulated round-off error r„=yn—y„ fulfils the equation, subtracting 
(7) and (2) 
(8) r„+1 = r„+fc[®(x„,y„; h)—<b(x„, y„; h)]+en+1. 
This means that the accumulated round-off error is not simply the sum of local 
round-off errors. It depends on the kind of arithmetic used in computer, the way 
in which the machine rounds, the order in which the arithmetic operations are 
performed and on the numerical procedures being used. As over an extended interval 
the loss of accuracy may be serious, it is desirable to obtain estimates by making 
some statistical assumptions on the behaviour of local round-off errors s„ . 
It is known that by double precision the possible gain in accuracy can be very 
significant, but we have a loss in performance and efficiency. 
A crude bound for the accumulated round-off error r„ can be obtained from (8) 
if we assume that 
(9) I l i J I^e , " = 1 ,2 , . . . ; 
namely, using (3) we get 
(10) Hr.ll [eM*n-*o>-l]. 
Comparing (10) and (6) we see, as the accuracy of numerical integration depends 
upon the discretization error and the accumulated rounding error, that it is impossible, 
to keep both of the errors small. To keep the discretization error small, we will 
normally choose the stepsize h small. On the other hand, the smaller h is taken, 
the more integration steps we shall have to perform, and the greater the rounding 
error is likely to be. An optimum value of the stepsize h must exist but it seems 
difficult to find it in practice. 
In order to obtain realistic statements concerning the behaviour of the propagated 
round-off errors, from here we shall assume that the local round-off errors s„ are 
random variables. In the simplest case e„ is a white noise process, i.e., cov(e„, em)=0, 
if n ^ m . 
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Let us assume further that \in=Ezn for which 
(U) 
A 
where n(h)/h-*n, h\0, and n is a constant and p(x) is a known vector function 
with components which are smooth functions of x. Let 
[Bi(xn)h if n - m , 
if n m. 
And assuming the smoothness of <b let 
 
(12) cov (8n, e J = E(sn-n„)(sm-timT = j 0 
(13) 0 (x„ ,y n ; h)-<S>(xn,y„; h) = G(x„)rn+Qnh, 
where the matrix G(xn) can be expressed by the derivatives of O (see [5]). Then 
(8) can be rewritten in the form 
(14) r n + 1 = ( /+/ lG(x„))rN+EN + 1 
where £„=£„+QJt, or 
(140 rn+1-in = hG(xn)r„+Li(hMxn+1)+Bl'2(xn+1)£0n+1, 
where En+1-/i('«)p(^»+i)=-Bi /V»+i)«2+i. w i t h COV(E®, E£)=/J / . Now approximating 
the process E®+1 by a wide sense Wiener process (see the definition in LIPTSER— 
SIRYAEV [6] Section 15) we get that r„=r(x„) has the stochastic differential 
(15) d rx = G (x) rx dx+ n p (x) dx + By* (x) dw (x), r0 = 0, 
where w(0)=0, Ew(x)=0, jE,w(x1)w*(x2):=/min (xx, x2). It is clear that any Wiener 
process is a wide sense Wiener process at the same time. 
Equation (15) can be considered as the linear equation 
X X 
(16) r , = f Uip(u) + G(u)ru]du+f Bl'\u)dw(u), r0 = 0, 
0 0 
with the unique continuous solution (in mean square) 
(17) 
r* = Mx) { / («f0(s))-Vp(s) ds + f {<P0(s))~iBimS) dw(s)}, r0 = 0, 
0 0 
where <£0(x) is the fundamental matrix 
(18) UsQ- = G(x)*0(x), $o(0) = Ikxk, 
i.e., 
X 
(180 <P„(x) = exp { / G{u)du}. 
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From the smoothness assumption on p(x) and G(x) it follows that 
b b b 
f |p''(x)|c/x f |g0(x) | i /x<°°, f bu(x)dx <=°, 
(19) o o o 
i, j = 1, 2, ..., k. 
The following statement immediately follows from Theorem 15.1 in [6], where 
(20) ETX = m (x), B (x, u) = E(rx - m (x)) (r„ - m (it))*. 
Theorem 1 (see HENRICI [5]). Suppose that the conditions (19) hold and rx 
fulfils the stochastic differential equation (15) with a wide sense Wiener process w(x). 
Then the vector m(x) and the matrix B(x) are solutions of the differential equations 
(21) = fip(x) + G(x)m (x), 
(22) ^ ^ = G (x) B(x) + B (x) G*(x) + Bw (x). 
The matrix B(x, u) is given by the formula 
x)B(u), u = x, 
( 2 3 ) B(X> " ) = W ) ( i > ( x , «))*, u^x, 
and 
t>(u, x) = 4>0(x)(<P0(u))-\ u x" 
Proof . Taking expectations of both sides in (16) we get (21) and from (17) it 
follows that 
X 
(24) m(x) =4>o(*){/(# 0("))- 1«> («)<*"}' m ( 0 ) = 
o 
Let r,—m(x)=rx, then from (17) and (24) one can get 
(25) rx = <i>0(x){f (<Pa(u))-WJHu) dw(u)} -
o 
and 
(26) E(rxn) = f o (x) E { / (<f0 (u))" \B^(u) dw (k) • 
o 
• [/(*o(«»"WOOdv(u)]*}4>„*(x) = <t>0(x) f (^(«»"^(^(^¿"H«))*du<P*0(u). 
o o ^ 
By differentiating and taking into account (18) one can get (22). 
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To establish (23) let x ^ u . Then 
X X 




•(*„(«))* = Í.W^oM { / <P0~1(S)Bw(S)(<!>^(S)Y ds] <P*(u) = 4>(u, x)B(u), 
o 
which proves the theorem. 
The following reverse statement is also true. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let r^=(r¡., ..., rx), OSx^b, be a random vector process with 
given first two moments 
(28) m(x) = Erx, B{x, u) = E(Tx-m{x)){tu-m{u))*. 
Assume that Bw(x) is nonnegative definite and the following assumptions are satisfied: 
a) The elements of the vector p(x) and the matrices B(x), Bw(x) are Lebesgue 
integrable. 
b) The matrix B (x) = B (x, x) has continuous elements and 
X X 
(29) B(x)= f [G{u)B(u) + B(u)G* {u)]du + f Bw(u)du, B{0) = 0, 
0 0 
c) m(x) has continuous components and 
X (30) m(x) = f [pp(u) + G(u)m(u)]du. 
0 
Then there exists a wide sense Wiener process W+(X) = (H'1(X), ..., wk(xj) such that 
for all x, O^xSb, 
(31) r x = / [/;p(w) + G («) r j du + / B^ («) d* (u) 
0 0 
The proof immediately follows from Theorem 15.2 in [6]. 
3. The distribution of the maximum of round-off error. The interpretation of the 
results in Section 2 is the following. If Ezn=n„=/¿/ip(x„), then we have 
(32) Er„ = (m (xn) + 0(h)), 
where m(x) is the solution of the initial value problem 
(33) m'(x) = G(x)m(x)+/xp(x), 
with the assumption that the matrix G(x) is given by 
(34) ®(x„, y„; h)-*(xK, y„; h) = G(xn)(y„-y„) + £0n , 8 > 0, | | 0 J < 1. 
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The process rx is stationary if G(x) = A and in this case B'x—0 and Bx = B0 is 
the solution of the equation (see [1], [2]) 
(35) AB0+B0A=-BW, 
i.e., rx has a normal distribution with parameters (0, B0). Note that if It is small, 
B ^ B J x and from (35) we see that 
B0~j(Bt + O(h)), (see (10)). 
In many cases we are interested in the behavior of the round-off error on the 
whole interval, i.e., in the values 
P{ sup IIrJ 3= s}, P{| | rJ ^g(x), O^x^ b}, 
0 SxSb 
which gives a better estimation than (32). For simplicity let us consider the one 
dimensional case and we assume p(x)=0. Let G(x) be given by 
where m(x) is a positive continuous function for xSO. 
We prove the following statements. 
Lemma. Let w(x) be the standard Wiener process, w(0) = 0, Ew(x) = 0, 
Ew\x) = x, and let m(x) be a positive continuous function, and let G(x) be defined 
by (36). Then 
X 
(37) rx = m(x) f m-H^BllH^dwiu), 
0 
where 
(16') drx = G(x) rx dx + B]i2(x) dw(x). 
Proof . By Ito's formula it is easy to get from (37) that 
(38) drx = ^ ^ rx dx+Bit2 (x) dw (x), 
and comparing with (16') one can get the statement. 
Theorem 3. Let rx be the process defined by (16), where p{x) = 0, and further 
let m(x) be a positive function with continuous ni'(x) (x^O). Then for all 0 
(39) ^ ^ P{|RX | ^ km(x), 0 SxSb} E X P { ^ / m^(x)Bw{x)d^ =S I . 
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Proof . From the Lemma it follows that 
X 
PflrJ si km(x), 0 S x S b} — P^f m _ 1 
(40) 
.= P{|it>(«)| S fc, O^u^ f m~2(u) Bw (u) du}, 
o 
where \v(u) is a new Wiener process obtained by the "time" change 
X 
(41) u = f m~2(s)Bw(s) ds 
0 
x 
from the stochastic integral J m~\s)B]^\s) dw{s), (see [4]). But for the Wiener 
o 
process the following representation is well known ([3], p. 330) 
(42) PflwOOl ^ O ^ c j ^ J ^ e x p [ - ( 2 « + i r - g ] -
In (42) on the right side there is an alternating series and we have the following 
estimates 
¥ [ e x p ( - ¿ C ) - J e x p " />{|W(M)I - 0 - M - c } -
(43) 
which together with (40) gives (39), and this proves the statement. 
R e m a r k 1. In the case m(x) = ax+b, a>0, 5 = 0, and Bw = a2 we have 
i e x p [ - W - T I j - ^ + B ] ) *skmi° ^ » * 
(44) 
1 L j L i ]) 
-7iexpl 8k2'all ^b + b\)-
R e m a r k 2. Let m(x)=a(x+l)112, a > 0 and Bw=a2, then 
o n! g-
_ i_ ( l + 6) s g ^ kaO+x)1'2, O^x^b}^ in (45) , , 
4 _ J E l . I L 
g _ ( l + i,) 8 wm 
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This formula gives the following asymptotic result for the stopping time 
T = inf {x: |RX| s km (x)}, 
P(t > b) = /»{1^1 == km(x), 0 x S b) ~ c0(l + b) c0, q > 0, 
where 
R e m a r k 3. Estimates for the probability that the process rx will not exit to 
a one-sided moving boundary can be handled in the same way (see NOVIKOV [7]). 
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